Storm of Swords Ultimate Guide
By Gary LM Martin
This book unauthorized by George R.R. Martin, the Lannisters, Targaryens,
or the Fossoways (both the Red and Green Apples).
This book dedicated to Tyrion's cock
After having so much obsessively written about its comings and goings,
its dramatic entrances and exits,
its spraying inside of whores and its struggles to hold in wine,
I predict it will either be killed off, or given its own POV chapter

Chapter 27: Jon Snow and Ygritte have sex over 1000 times in five days
In brief: Jon has a boatload of sex with Ygritte, bonds with her, and later, regrets her death as
his reliable supply of vagina is cut off.
Jon is on a mission to scale the Wall with the Wildlings. Obviously Ghost, his direwolf, can't do
that, so Jon tells Ghost to go to Castle Black. Ghost goes. I think Ghost is just like Hodor; he can
only say one thing, but he understands everything everyone else says.
In order to prove his loyalty to the Wildlings, Jon must have sex with Ygritte extremely
frequently.
It's male nerd fantasy time. In the real world, men have to seduce and persuade women to go to
bed with them. In fantasy novels like Game of Thrones, it's the opposite. Ygritte is constantly
opening Jon's breeches, taking out his cock and guiding it into her. She even guides him like a
conductor, telling him when to go fast and when to go slow. She's always telling him what a joy

it is to have his cock inside of him, and always seems to be whipping his thing out whenever it
suits her. Which is quite frequently.
Is Jon just doing what the Halfhand told him to? Right before they were captured, Jon was
ordered by Qhorin Halfhand to pretend to join the Wildlings and do everything they asked him
to. But Ygritte never asked Jon to lick her bottom.
The real meaning of the oral sex scene. At one point, Jon bends down and starts licking
Ygritte's groin. Ygritte is quite surprised. She has never experienced anything like this before! It
seems Wildlings have never discovered oral sex, perhaps because their mouths are so far from
their groins. Or perhaps because they have no kneepads. Or perhaps with the intense cold, if they
stuck their tongues onto something else they would be afraid that the cold would freeze it there.
But the real meaning of the oral sex scene is that Jon initiated it. He did it because he is
developing feelings for Ygritte. If he were just going along with it, he would simply allow
himself to be used as a pleasure pole, but by sticking his tongue out, he was showing he was
really getting attached to her.
Ygritte is frustrated by the lack of rape. Ygritte confessed that she was frustrated that Jon
didn't rape her when he first captured her. She even tried to tell him the story of Bael, a Wildling
who raped young girls, hoping it would get him in the mood. It didn't.
The symbolism of vaginal sex in the vagina cave. At one point, Jon and Ygritte are in a cave.
And they find a small passageway. And it's dark. And it has a pool, so it's wet. And they have
sex there. Again. In the small, dark, wet cave. Yes, Jon gets inside Ygritte's vagina inside the
vagina cave.
Jon's odd feelings of guilt. Jon feels guilty having sex with Ygritte, for violating his Nights'
Watch vows, but is he really violating them? Do the vows say no sex, or no wives? I think it only
talks about wives! And anyway, he's on a secret mission. The ironic part of it is that he killed

Qhorin Halfhand to convince the Wildlings of his loyalty--having sex with Ygritte is small
potatoes compared to killing one of his fellow Night Watchmen. I think his feelings of guilt
revolve not around the violation of his oath but his knowledge that sooner or later he will have to
betray Ygritte.
Wouldn't it have been more interesting if... Jon and Ygritte had bonded in a more realistic
way? Look, I understand that Jon and Ygritte are only together for a few days. And Martin needs
them to bond rapidly so Jon will feel the sense of betrayal and loss when he leaves the Wildlings.
But creating the bond by very repetitious sex acts is not very convincing. What if Jon and Ygritte
had gotten to actually know each other, talked about their feelings, held hands, and then, on the
last night, had sex, but only once? That would have been a more convincing show of a bond
developing than simply having a sex marathon for a few days.
The bottom line:
Jon and Ygritte bond over many, many, many courses of sexual intercourse. Ygritte stops at a
Wal-Mart in the Frostfangs to see if she can find any fifty gallon jugs of moon tea.

